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The need for flexible disruption handling
Although most supply chain planning and controlling models imply relatively stable settings, reality proves them wrong. Not only the recent terrorist attacks and natural disasters have wreaked havoc upon the coordination of supply and distribution structures but also everyday-exceptions like the breakdown of a production line or late deliveries show the need for a comprehensive disruption management. To date, supply managers spend up to 60 % of their daily working time coping with exceptions, identifying alternatives and notifying stakeholders as well as expediting actions [MuLe02). Bretzke goes even further and lifts up this figure to 80 % [Bret02).
Apparently, the ability to efficiently react to disruptions has become a key success factor for companies to gain or sustain market share and deliver exceptional customer service. In their "logistical footprint", a study on how to achieve logistical 1. K. Speyerer, A. 1. Zeller excellence, well-known consulting firm Accenture even proclaims this skill to be a core capability [Hebe02] .
Nevertheless, each supply chain-oriented approach has to cope with networkspecific problems:
1. Supply networks are not stable and subject to reconfiguration.
2. Corporations do not participate in only one net at a time but in several.
3. The interrelationship between enterprise and supply chain performance must be taken into account [LaPoO I).
4. Networks do not merely consist of a few big players but also of small and medium sized enterprises (SME). Due to an usually restricted budget and limited know-how these companies cannot afford the well-known full-scale software solutions [SpeyOO). Frie02] showed, the application of distributed components based on ubiquitous Microsoft Office elements lets also SME harvest some of the benefits of supply chain integration without having to invest enormously beforehand. All these developments prove the technological foundation for interorganizational disruption management exists but needs further improvement.
Thus, no monolithic framework will satisfactorily fulfill these specific requirements. Instead, the approach will have to allow for companies to flexibly integrate into multiple networks and, if necessary, into various electronic marketplaces. To fill this need, the Bavarian Research Network for Information Systems (FORWIN) is developing a web services-based decentralized system that identifies disruptions, evaluates their impact on the supply chain and disseminates information only to those stakeholders who need to be informed.
Internal vs. external disruptions
Before getting into details, it is necessary to clarify the terminology used throughout this paper. Unfortunately, the application of the term disruption does not seem to be clear-cut. It can correspond to either the deviation of a value from its target or whatever causes this deviation. Therefore, we will use symptom for any measured deviation and root cause to refer to the source of the symptom whereas the term disruption encompasses both. If supply chains encounter disruptions they
